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CMS is managed by Technology Enhanced Learning 
and Research Department (TELR), part of the Office 
of the Chief Information Officer








A mutually beneficial and well-defined relationship 
entered into by two or more organizations to achieve 
common goals. The relationship must include..
–
 
Commitment to mutual relationships and goals
–
 




Mutual authority and accountability for success
–
 
Sharing of resources and rewards
Definition from Wilder Foundation research
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Collaboration essential to project
•
 
Project designed and carried 
out by cross-departmental 
team that included members 
of both the Libraries and 
TELR
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Created Suite of Tools















Library link to custom resource page in courses
















Scanned files stored in 
Learning Object Repository 
•
 
Linked to course by library 
staff with special rights
•
 
Result: More instructors 
using CMS
























Named Role within the CMS gives Librarians 
recognition for unique role in course support
•
 
Role powers = same as instructors minus gradebook
•
 
Assigned by Instructor to any Librarian
•
 
Powerful tool for collaboration between Librarians 
and Instructors








Both CMS and Library proxy 




Adding proxy string to URLs 
for paid resources passes 
the authentication from CMS 
to proxy
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Library Links in CMS
•
 




Application on Library side gathers content from 
Librarians, creates XML and sends to CMS
•
 
Application on CMS side stores content and Library 
created style sheets and delivers page within CMS
•
 
First pilot in Fall 2007
•
 
Offered some pages every quarter since 
•
 
By Spring 2009 have library page in every course
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Library Link in Carmen
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The final version of this presentation is at:
http://hdl.handle.net/1811/34032
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and Library Link graphics
